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Abstract

The discovery of ferroelectricity in both pure and doped HfO2-based thin films have

revitalized the interest in using ferroelectrics for nanoscale device applications. To take

advantage of this silicon-compatible ferroelectric, fundamental questions such as the

origin of ferroelectricity and better approach to controlled realization of ferroelectricity

at the nanoscale need to be addressed. The emergence of robust polarization in HfO2-

based thin films is considered as the cumulative effect of various extrinsic factors such

as finite-size effects and surface/interface effects of small grains, compressive stress,

dopants, oxygen vacancies, and electric fields. The kinetic effects of phase transitions

and their potential impacts on the emergence of ferroelectricity in HfO2 at the nanoscale

are not well understood. In this work, we construct the transition paths between

different polymorphs of hafnia with density functional theory calculations and variable-

cell nudged elastic band technique. We find that the transition barriers depend strongly

on the mechanical boundary conditions and the transition from the tetragonal phase to

the polar orthorhombic phase is a fast process kinetically under clamping. The effects

of growth orientations and epitaxial strains on the relative stability of different phases

of HfO2 are investigated. The two orthorhombic phases, polar Pca21 and non-polar
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Pbca, become thermodynamically stable in (111)-oriented thin films over a wide range

of epitaxial strain conditions. This work suggests a potential avenue to better stabilize

the ferroelectric phase in HfO2 thin films through substrate orientation engineering.
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Introductions

Ferroelectrics characterized by the switchable spontaneous polarization have long been con-

sidered as a candidate material to realize low-power high-speed nonvolatile memories and

logic devices.1–3 However, the difficulty of integrating perovskite ferroelectrics into comple-

mentary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) processes4 has hindered device scaling to the

sub-100 nm regime.5 The discovery of ferroelectricity in both pure and doped HfO2 thin

films6–11 have revitalized the interest in using ferroelectrics in nanoscale devices12 because

HfO2 is a well-studied CMOS-compatible gate dielectric that is thermodynamically stable on

silicon.13 Moreover, contrary to conventional perovskite-based ferroelectric thin films where

the depolarization field due to an incomplete screening of surface charges often leads to the

instability of out-of-plane polarization,14–16 HfO2-based thin films possess robust electrical

polarization at the nanoscale, ideal for device miniaturization.6 It is suggested that HfO2

may well be a new type of ferroelectric materials that only exhibits spontaneous polarization

at the nanometer length scale but not in the bulk form.17

The observation of ferroelectricity in HfO2 is unexpected, given that this simple binary

oxide has been studied extensively for decades as high-κ dielectrics.18 Bulk HfO2 adopts

the monoclinic (M) P21/c phase at the room temperature and pressure, and transforms to

the tetragonal (T) P42/nmc phase and the cubic Fm3̄m phase with increasing temperature,

and becomes the “antiferroelectric-like” orthorhombic (AO) Pbca phase at a higher pressure.

All these phases are centrosymmetric and thus non-polar. Böscke et al. first reported the

presence of ferroelectricity in thin films of SiO2-doped hafnium oxide with a thickness of

10 nm.6 Since then, many divalent and trivalent dopants were found to be able to induce

ferroelectricity in hafnia thin films.7–9,19 Robust polarization of 10µC/cm2 was observed even

in dopant-free hafnia thin films in a thickness range of 4-12 nm.20

The origin of ferroelectricity in HfO2-based thin films has attracted intensive studies in

recent years. Combined experimental and theoretical studies eventually lead to the con-

clusion that the polar orthorhombic (PO) Pca21 phase is most likely responsible for the
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ferroelectricity.10,21–24 Based on density functional theory (DFT) calculations, the M phase

is the most stable phase, followed by the polar PO phase and the non-polar T phase.21,22,24

The stabilization of the metastable PO phase in thin films is attributed to a variety of ex-

trinsic factors such as finite-size effects and surface/interface effects associated with small

grain size,10,20,24–27 strains of different origins,28,29 dopants,9,19,30–32 oxygen vacancies,11,33

and electric fields.29

In the phenomenological surface energy model developed by Materlik et al. that takes into

account the surface energy contribution to the phase stability, the hafnia grains of nanometer

size (< 4 nm) will favor the ferroelectric phase because of the lower surface energy of the

PO phase than that of the M phase.24 Batra et al. evaluated the surface energies of different

phases of hafnia with DFT and found that the PO phase has lower (001) surface energy but

higher (100) and (010) surface energies than those of the M phase.25 They also found that

the surface energies of the T phase are consistently lower than the M phase for all surface

planes, suggesting a surface-induced formation of the non-polar T phase at the nanoscale

followed by a transition to the ferroelectric PO phase due to other extrinsic perturbations.25

The epitaxial compressive strain is considered to play an important role in inducing the

ferroelectric PO phase.22,29 However, DFT calculations have shown that neither hydrostatic

pressure nor biaxial compressive stress alone is enough to make the polar phase the most

stable phase. Therefore, the application of external electric fields is required to drive the

non-polar to polar phase transition, 29 which may explain the “wake-up effect” in hafnia thin

films.9,34,35 The presence of oxygen vacancies is often detrimental to the device functionality

by causing leakage current, aging, and fatigue in ferroelectrics, but is proposed to be beneficial

for realizing the ferroelectric PO phase.27 Recent experiments demonstrated an enhanced

ferroelectricity in sub-10 nm dopant-free hafnia thin films by lowering the oxidant dose

(thus increasing the oxygen vacancy concentration) during growth,27 consistent with first-

principles results that ionized oxygen vacancies can stabilize the metastable PO phases.36

It appears that the emergence of ferroelectricity in HfO2 thin films is indeed the cumulative
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effect of various extrinsic factors.

Previous studies on epitaxial strain engineering of ferroelectricity have mostly focused on

thin films grown on (00l)-oriented substrates.37 There is now growing interest in applying

biaxial strain along other crystallographic planes such as (101) and (111) by growing thin

films on substrates of different cuts.38 The substate orientation offers an unconventional

route to tune the mechanical boundary conditions that can substantially affect the phase

stability and ferroelectric domain morphologies. For example, DFT calculations suggest that

(111)-oriented BaTiO3 thin films have strain-driven phase transitions drastically different

from the (001)-oriented thin films, and (110)-oriented BaTiO3 may support three distinct

monoclinic phases that are not present in bulk BaTiO3.
39 Experimental works on (111)-

oriented PbZrxTi1−xO3 thin films revealed a high-density, nanotwinned domain morphology

consisting of degenerate polarization variants that enable both direct 180◦ and multi-step

90◦ switching.40–42 In this regard, it is important to explore the effect of substrate orientation

on the ferroelectric properties of HfO2.
43 Recently, it was discovered that Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 thin

films grown on (001)-oriented La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/SrTiO3 substrates predominantly adopt the

(111) orientation and display large polarization values up to 34µC/cm2,17 highlighting the

potential impact of crystal orientations on the functional properties of HfO2-based thin

films. Moreover, HfO2-based films are often polycrystalline consisting of grains of different

orientations such that only grains with the polar axis along the out-of-plane direction will

contribute to the out-of-plane polarization in (001)-oriented films. Growing unconventionally

oriented films such as (111)-oriented films will guarantee stable out-of-plane polarization,

which is beneficial for the usage of polycrystalline films for high density integration via

downscaling of the lateral dimensions.44

In this work, we start by examining the ideal transition barriers between different phases

of HfO2 with first-principles methods, aiming to reveal the underlying multi-well potential

energy surface that is critical for the understanding of the kinetic effects of phase transitions.

We find that the three low-energy phases, P21/c, Pca21, and Pbca, are separated by signifi-
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cant barriers ( > 0.1 eV/f.u.), and the high-temperature tetragonal P42/nmc phase serves as

an important intermediate structure bridging different phases. Moreover, the transformation

from the tetragonal phase to the polar phase is kinetically fast, and tuning the mechanical

boundary conditions can make it the most favorable transition path. Growing unconvention-

ally oriented crystals on substrates of different cuts provides an additional knob to control

the mechanical boundary conditions. We evaluate the energies of different polymorphs of

hafnia with biaxial deformations applied in the {100}, {110}, and {111} planes. Our calcu-

lations reveal that the two orthorhombic phases, polar Pca21 and non-polar Pbca, become

more stable than the monoclinic phase in (111)-oriented films over a range of epitaxial strain

conditions, suggesting a new route to better stabilize the polar phase in HfO2 thin films

through substrate orientation engineering.

Computational Methods

ab initio studies on the phase transition paths

We use the variable-cell nudged elastic band (VC-NEB) technique45 implemented in the

USPEX code46–48 to study the transition paths between different polymorphs of hafnium

oxides. Specifically, we investigate following solid-solid phase transitions: T ↔ PO, T ↔

AO, T ↔ M, and AO ↔ PO. Each transition path is constructed by 40 images. The ab

initio calculations are carried out using local density approximation implemented in Quantum

Espresso49 with ultrasoft pseudopotentials from the Garrity, Bennett, Rabe, Vanderbilt high-

throughput pseudopotential set.50 A plane-wave cutoff of 50 Ry, a charge density cutoff of

250 Ry, and a reciprocal-space resolution of 0.26 (Å−1) for k-points generation are used. We

choose 0.025 eV/Å for the root-mean-square (RMS) forces on images as the halting criteria

condition for VC-NEB calculations. The variable elastic constant scheme51 is utilized by

setting the spring constant between the neighboring images in the range of 2.0− 6.0 eV/Å2.

The performance of NEB calculations requires a predefined atomic mapping scheme upon
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which the initial transition path consisting of a discreet set of configurations can be con-

structed, typically by a linear interpolation of the Cartesian coordinates between the initial

and final states. VC-NEB introduces additional lattice degrees of freedom.45 Therefore, there

could be multiple transition paths connecting two phases depending on the choice of atomic

and crystal axis (orientation) mapping (See details in the Supporting Information). Here we

only report the minimum energy path connecting two phases.

ab initio studies on the effects of crystal growth orientations

We explore three biaxial strain states corresponding to the epitaxial growth of (100)-,

(110)-, and (111)-oriented films. The following four phases are considered: M, T, PO, and

AO. For the cubic HfO2 structure, the measurement axes distinguishing different growth

orientations are illustrated in Figure 1a: the (001)-oriented film has [100] along X , [010]

along Y , [001] along Z; similarly, the (011)-oriented film has [100] along X , [011̄] along Y ,

and [011] along Z; the [111]-oriented system has [11̄0] along X , [112̄] along Y , and [111] along

Z. The XY plane is chosen as the epitaxial matching plane and the Z axis is considered as

the out-of-plane direction of a thin film. Figure 1b shows the atomic arrangements viewed

along the Z axis, where a0 = 5.00 Å is the optimized lattice constant of cubic HfO2. Crystal

structures were visualized using VESTA.52

Because the four phases of HfO2 have symmetry lower than the cubic phase, there are

three different {001} planes for the M, PO, and AO phases and two for the T phase, three

{101} planes and three {111} planes for all four phases, respectively. Considering a unit cell

with lattice constants a 6= b 6= c, we introduce following notations to represent different orien-

tations: the three {001} planes are labeled as X [a00]Y [0b0]Z[00c], X [0a0]Y [0c0]Z[00b], and

X [0b0]Y [0c0]Z[00a]; the three {101} planes areX [a00]Y [0bc̄]Z[0bc], X [0b0]Y [ā0c]Z[a0c], and

X [00c]Y [ab̄0]Z[ab0]; the three {111} planes are X [ab̄0]Y [ab2c]Z[abc], X [a0c̄]Y [a2bc]Z[abc],

and X [0bc̄]Y [2abc]Z[abc]. Here we assume the short axis a of the unit cell is along [100]

and the long axis c is along [001]. As an example, the notation X [0b0]Y [ā0c]Z[a0c] means

the b axis is along X , [ā0c] is along Y , and [a0c] is along Z. Similarly, X [0bc̄]Y [2abc]Z[abc]
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represents a crystal orientation with [0bc̄] along X , [2abc] along Y , and [abc] along X (see

graphical illustrations in Figure 1c). It is noted that because the unit cell of AO phase has

24 atoms and the lattice constant along the [100] direction is 2a, its [022] and [122] directions

coincide with the [011] and [111] directions of the 12-atom unit cell of M and PO phases. In

following discussions we will ignore this subtle difference and will only use notations based

on the 12-atom unit cell.

For each phase, we first construct a supercell with the prescribed crystal orientation

and then fully relax the lattice vectors and atomic positions. After the equilibrium lattice

parameters are obtained, the biaxial strain is applied in XY plane by scaling the lattice

vectors along X and Y while conserving the in-plane lattice angle γ (Figure 1c). We make

a special note here that the biaxial strain states studied in this way do not consider the

effect of in-plane shear strain as the value of γ is fixed. The internal coordinates are fully

optimized while allowing the length and direction of the Z axis to relax until the forces on

the atoms are less than 1.0× 10−4 Ry/Bohr.

Results and Discussions

Phase Transitions of HfO2 polymorphs Figure 2 reports the optimized lattice param-

eters of different polymorphs using LDA. Our results are consistent with previous DFT

studies.21,22,24 In reference to the T phase, the energy per formula unit (f.u.) of M, AO, and

PO phases is −128, −95, and −75 meV/f.u., respectively. Figure 3a shows the minimum

energy paths identified with VC-NEB. The transition barriers are used to gauge the kinetics

and are reported in Table 1. We find that the three phases, M, AO, and PO, are separated

by large barriers (> 100 meV/f.u. ≈ 1160 K). In contrary, the transition from the T phase

to the other three phases only needs to overcome a small enthalpy barrier, ∆H 6=(T→AO)

= 67, ∆H 6=(T→ PO) = 32,∆H 6=(T→ M) = 13 meV/f.u., respectively. We propose the T

phase is likely to serve as the “precursor” phase during the phase transitions between M,
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AO, and PO. Notably, the transformation from the T phase to the ferroelectric PO phase is

faster kinetically than to the non-polar orthorhombic AO phase despite the AO phase being

lower in enthalpy. This implies the formation of the ferroelectric PO phase is feasible due to

the relatively low kinetic barrier.

We now compare the two phase transitions that have low barriers: T→ M and T→

PO. It is found that the transition T→ M involves a large change (11% increase) in lattice

angle β (between a and c axes) whereas the transition T→ PO undergoes a modest unit

cell variation (see details in Supporting Information). The substantial shear deformation

required to realize the T→ M transition hints at a stronger impact of substrate clamping.

To test this hypothesis, we carry out conventional clamped-cell NEB calculations where

the lattice constants are fixed to the values of the T phase, assuming the T phase is the

“precursor” phase during the growth of thin films.53 As revealed in Figure 3b, constraining

the lattice degrees of freedom drastically affects the transition paths. First, the “artificial”

M phase with the same lattice constants of the T phase, denoted as MT, becomes a high

energy phase. This MT phase experiences highly anisotropic stresses, σ13 = σ31 = −10.8 GPa

and 1
3
tr(σij) = 1.37 GPa. The energy of the non-polar AO phase remains lower than that

of the polar PO phase. These results are in line with previous studies that a compressive

pressure tends to destabilize the M phase though never makes the PO phase the lowest-energy

phase. Second, the transition T→MT involves the ferroelectric PO phase as the intermediate

structure, in agreement with the dopant-induced phase transition route (M→O→T) observed

experimentally.30,31 Finally, we find that the transition T→ AO is kinetically slower than

the transition T→ PO, and AO and PO phases are separated by a large barrier, making the

direct transition difficult. Therefore, the transition T→ AO is kinetically favored over all

the other transition paths investigated here in a clamped cell.

The VC-NEB and clamped-cell NEB investigations highlight the kinetic and strain effects

on the emergence of ferroelectric phase in HfO2 thin films. Specifically, the barrier heights

estimated with the VC-NEB method are more relevant to phase transitions in bulk-like
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environments or films with relaxed strain, whereas the barrier heights obtained with the

clamped-cell NEB method reflect the kinetics of phase transitions in strained grains or thin

films. Our results show that when the shear strain required for the T→ M transition is

inaccessible, the T phase is more likely to become the ferroelectric PO phase kinetically

even though the non-polar AO phase is still favored thermodynamically. In this regard,

growing HfO2-based films on unconventionally oriented substrates may introduce appropriate

mechanical boundary conditions that enhance the ferroelectricity, thus inspiring our following

investigations.

Effects of Crystal Orientations We first study the conventional (001)-oriented films.

The effect of epitaxial strain in the (001) plane (X [a00]Y [0b0]Z[00c]) on the relative sta-

bility of different phases of hafnia was already explored in ref. 29 with DFT using PBE

exchange-correlation functional.54,55 Here we systematically investigate the effects of biaxial

deformations in all {001} planes on the energetics of M, T, AO, and PO phases with LDA.

Figure 4 shows the energy as a function of epitaxial strain defined as η = (a− a0)/a0 where

a0 is the optimized lattice constant of cubic HfO2 and a is the effective lattice constant esti-

mated from the XY planar area, a =
√
SXY . We first compare the relative phase stability

due to the epitaxial strains in (100), (010), and (001) planes separately (Figure 4 top). The

trend in phase stability of (001)-oriented films revealed by our LDA calculations agrees with

the PBE results: the compressive strain tends to stabilize the two orthorhombic phases AO

and PO over the M phase, while the energy of the non-polar AO phase is always lower than

the polar PO phase.29 Similar trend is also found for equibiaxial deformations imposed in

the (100) plane. However, the M phase remains the lowest-energy phase in (010)-oriented

films.

To distinguish different crystal orientations, we introduced the convention that the a,

b, and c axes of the unit cell are aligned along the Cubic crystallographic directions [100],

[010], and [001], respectively (Figure 1). However, it is possible that the c axis of the

crystal will align along the [100] or [010] direction of the substrate during the growth or
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the cooling process after film deposition,56 leading to (100)- or (010)-oriented crystal grown

on (001)-oriented substrates. For this reason, it is important to compare energies of all

differently-oriented crystals (Figure 4 bottom). We find that the compressive strain (η < 0)

induces a M → AO transition above a critical strain η ≈ −0.4%, whereas the ferroelectric

PO phase never becomes the lowest-energy phase.

Next, we consider the effect of biaxial strain applied in {101} planes on the relative

stability of M, AO, and PO phases (Figure 5). The epitaxial strain is measured with respect

to the cubic HfO2, η = (a−a0)/a0, where the effective in-plane lattice constant is defined as

a =
√

SXY /
√
2 (see Figure 1). In (101)-oriented films, we find the optimal equilibrium strain

(at which the energy is a local minimum) of the two orthorhombic phases (η ≈ 1%) is well

separated from that of the M phase (η ≈ 7%). This suggests it is possible to stabilize AO

and PO phases thermodynamically by depositing HfO2 on a substate with an in-plane lattice

constant of ≈ 5.05 Å if the [a0c] lattice vector of the crystal is controllably oriented along

the out-of-plane direction. However, when the constraint on the crystal orientation is lifted,

the M phase is favored over a wide range of epitaxial strain conditions (Figure 5 bottom).

There is also a compressive strain-induced M → AO transition at η ≈ −0.3%.

We now focus on (111)-oriented films where the effective in-plane lattice constant is

calculated using a =
√

SXY /2
√
3 (see Figure 1b). The computed epitaxial strain diagram as

shown in Figure 6 reveals a feature unique to (111)-oriented films. In all (111)-oriented films,

both AO and PO phases have energy lower than the M phase at the optimal equilibrium

strain (η ≈ 1% for AO and η ≈ 1.5% for PO) characterized by a local energy minimum. In

comparison, the M phase remains the lowest-energy phase at the optimal equilibrium strains

of PO and AO phases in (100)/(101)-oriented thin films. In this regard, it is more likely to

realize the orthorhombic phase thermodynamically by growing (111)-oriented thin films on

selective substrates that offer the right in-plane strains even in the absence of electric field.

The remaining issue is the consistent higher energy of the ferroelectric PO phase relative

to the “antiferroelectric-like” AO phase. We propose two mechanisms potentially responsible
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for the formation of ferroelectric PO phase in thin films. Kinetically, as revealed by our

VC-NEB calculations, the transition from the T phase to the PO phase is faster than to

the AO phase in a bulk-like environment. The substrate orientation and the underlying

mechanical clamping will likely affect the transition barriers and kinetics. We suggest the

intrinsic barrier heights estimated with VC-NEB are good approximations to those in (111)-

oriented thin films at the optimal equilibrium strain where the crystal is in a nearly stress-free

equilibrium state similar to a bulk condition. Therefore, if the T phase forms first during

the high temperature annealing process when preparing the thin films, a significant portion

of the T phase may transform to the PO phase because of the low activation energy of the

T → PO transition. This kinetic argument is supported by recent experimental work on the

effect of heat treatment on the formation of ferroelectric epitaxial (111)-oriented 7% Y-doped

HfO2 (YHO7) thin films.57 In this work, the as-deposited YHO7 films were heat-treated by

a rapid thermal furnace at various temperatures. It was found that the as-deposited and

lower temperature treatment resulted in M phase whereas a higher temperature treatment

leads to more O/T phases. Further in situ high-temperature X-ray diffraction measurement

indicates that the M phase has transformed to the tetragonal phase above 950 ◦C, and the

O phase appears below 300 ◦C during the cooling process. Our DFT calculations therefore

offer a possible explanation to the origin of ferroelectricity in (111)-oriented YHO7 thin films

consisted of single orthorhombic phase.58

Thermodynamically, the presence of an external field along the polar axis will favor

the PO phase and induce the AO → PO transition, which could be one factor responsible

for the “wake-up” effect observed experimentally in many HfO2-based thin films.19,59 We

estimate the free energy G under an electric field along the out-of-plane [111] direction (E111),

G = EDFT − E111P[111]Vf.u., where EDFT is the DFT energy per formula unit and P[111] is the

polarization. The strain dependence of P[111] and the free energy difference between PO and

AO phases (∆G(PO-AO)) are shown in Figure 6b. An electric field of ≈2 MV/cm is already

high enough to drive the AO → PO transition at some strain condition, consisent with
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experimental results obtained in (001)-oriented films.19,59 We make a special note that the

theoretical switching field estimated here assumes a homogenous bulk transition and could

be much higher than the physical switching field arising from the “nucleation-and-growth”

mechanism at the domain wall.60,61 Further studies are required to quantify the effects of

growth orientation and epitaxial strains on the magnitude of switching field relevant to the

“wake-up” effect.

Conclusions

In summary, we have investigated the kinetic effects of phase transitions on the emergence

of ferroelectricity in HfO2 thin films by quantifying the transition barriers between different

polymorphs of hafnia with density functional theory calculations. The multi-well potential

energy surface obtained with the variable-cell nudged elastic band technique suggests that

the mixture of different phases often presented in HfO2-based thin films has both kinetic and

thermodynamic reasons. We propose the tetragonal P42/nmc phase, likely formed during

the annealing process at high temperatures, is the key “precursor” phase, responsible for the

formation of monoclinic and orthorhombic phases because of the low transition barriers. One

important finding is that the transition from the tetragonal phase to the polar orthorhombic

Pca21 phase is kinetically faster than the transition to the competing non-polar orthorhom-

bic Pbca phase though the latter is favored thermodynamically. Additionally, the transition

barriers depend strongly on the mechanical boundary conditions. In particular, when the

shear deformation required for the tetragonal to monoclinic phase transition becomes inac-

cessible (e.g., clamping by grains or capping electrodes), the formation of the monoclinic

phase will be suppressed whereas the formation of the polar orthorhombic phase is favored.

Growing differently-oriented crystals on substates of unconventional cuts offers a new

modality to tune the mechanical boundary conditions. We systematically investigate the ef-

fects of growth orientations and epitaxial strains on the relative stability of different phases
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of HfO2. In agreement with previous studies, the biaxial compressive stress will drive the

monoclinic to orthorhombic transition. Notably, the two orthorhombic phases at their op-

timal equilibrium strains are thermodynamically more stable than the monoclinic phase in

(111)-oriented thin films. Combined with the kinetic effect that the transformation from

the tetragonal phase to the polar orthorhombic phase is faster than to the non-polar or-

thorhombic phase, we propose it is likely to better stabilize the ferroelectric Pca21 phase in

(111)-oriented thin films via appropriate thermal annealing process even in the absence of

external electric fields. Recent realization of single orthorhombic phase in (111)-oriented fer-

roelectric Y-doped HfO2 thin films further supports our findings. These results provide useful

insights into the origin of ferroelectricity in HfO2-based thin films and important implications

for better control of the ferroelectric phase through substrate orientation engineering.
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Table 1: Transition barriers between HfO2 polymorphs. Energy in eV/f.u.

Phase Transition Forward Reverse
T → AO 0.067 0.162
T→ PO 0.032 0.108
T → M 0.013 0.141

AO → PO 0.171 0.151
PO → M 0.109 0.162
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Figure 1: (a) Orientation measurement axes (X ,Y ,Z) for the (100)-, (011)-, and (111)-
growth orientations displayed in a cubic HfO2 structure. Cubic crystallographic directions
are indicated in square brackets. Hf and O atoms are denoted by golden and red spheres,
respectively. (b) Schematic atomic arrangements for the (100), (011), and (111) planes of
cubic HfO2 viewed along the Z axis. a0 = 5.00 Å is the LDA lattice constant optimized with
LDA GBRV pseudopotentials. SXY is the XY planar area. (c) Illustrations of the (101) and
(111) orientations denoted as X [0b0]Y [ā0c]Z[a0c] and X [0bc̄]Y [2abc]Z[abc] for a non-cubic
structure. The XY plane is the epitaxial matching plane where the lattice vectors are scaled
and fixed when applying biaxial deformations while the Z axis is chosen as the out-of-plane
direction and is optimized along with the atomic positions.
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Figure 2: Optimized lattice parameters of the P21/c (M), Pca21 (PO), P42/nmc (T), and
Pbca (AO) phases of HfO2. Lattice constants in the unit of Å and volume per formula unit
(Vf.u.) in the unit of Å3.
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Figure 3: (a) Minimum energy paths connecting different phases of HfO2 obtained with VC-
NEB. (b) Phase transition paths obtained with clamped-cell NEB by fixing lattice constants
to the values of the T phase. Transition barriers in the unit of eV/f.u. are labeled for selected
paths.
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Figure 4: (a) Energies of polymorphs of HfO2 in response to epitaxial strains (η) in {001}
planes. The energy of the equilibrium bulk M phase (EM

0 ) is chosen as the reference. Epi-
taxial strain is calculated with respect to cubic HfO2 as described in the text. (b) Energy
vs strain diagram of polymorphs of HfO2 of (001), (010), and (001) orientations. The M,
T, AO, and PO are colored in red, blue, orange, and green, respectively. For a given strain
and phase, the lowest-energy orientation is highlight with filled diamond for (100), square
for (010), and circle for (001).
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Figure 5: Energies of polymorphs of HfO2 in response to epitaxial strains (η) in {101} planes.
Epitaxial strain is calculated with respect to cubic HfO2 as described in the text. (b) Energy
vs strain diagram of polymorphs of HfO2 of (110), (101), and (011) orientations. The M,
AO, and PO are colored in red, orange, and green, respectively. For a given strain and phase,
the lowest-energy orientation is highlight with filled diamond for (110), square for (101), and
circle for (011).
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Figure 6: (a) Energies of polymorphs of HfO2 in response to equibiaxial deformations applied
in {111} planes. Epitaxial strain is calculated with respect to cubic HfO2 (gray dashed line)
as described in the text. The strain corresponding to Sn-doped In2O3 (ITO)56 is highlighted
as well. (b) Strain dependence of P[111] and the free energy difference between PO and AO
phases (∆G(PO-AO)) in response to an electric field along [111].
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